Reclamation Yard

Most of the human visitors to the Båstnäs car graveyard in
Värmland, Sweden, come to see or photograph the hundreds of old and classic cars abandoned to a slow, rusty
disintegration. But when Norwegian photographer Pål Hermansen visited, he saw more than just a cemetery. He recognised a thriving habitat for all sorts of animals and plants;
An unusual nature reserve, slowly established over decades.

Death Metal
“The car cemetery has
existed for over 60
years”, says Hermansen.
“The oldest cars are from
the late 40s, most from the
50s and 60s, and some
from the mid 70s. The cars
were recycled by two Swedish brothers and stripped
for valuable parts which
were sold to Norway. For
the last decade the place
has been abandoned.”

Life After Rust
Athough the cars are worthless now
to humans, they have been reborn as
habitats for all kinds of animals and
encroaching vegetation. Some are
covered in moss, others enveloped
by shrouds of brambles. Seeds take
root in ripped upholstery, and plants
and trees grow out of windows.

This birch tree has grown to substantial
dimensions inside an old Volkswagen,
demonstrating the real power of nature.

Greenhouse Effect
“I first visited Båstnäs 15 years ago”, says
Hermansen. “It is much more over-grown
and interesting now. The cars often act as
small greenhouses for trees and plants,
making them grow bigger and faster than
they would in their natural environment”.

“The rich flora also attracts insect life to
Båstnäs”, says Hermansen. “I was able to
photograph mating northern wall brown
butterflies [opposite] and a hoverfly [above]
feeding close to an old Ford Anglia.”

Born in a Grave
From late June, Båstnäs is teeming with young birds, hiding in
or between the wrecked vehicles, like this newly-fledged wren
in a Volkswagen [Above]. “There are more birds nesting here
than anywhere else in the neighbourhood,” says Hermansen.
“The density of nests is much higher here than in the natural
forest and the cars provide great camouflage, as demonstrated by these spotted flycatchers nesting in an old Opel” [Right].

[Left] This blue tit found
a perfect nesting place
deep in the petrol tank
of an old car. Blue tits require hollow spaces for
nesting and they naturally
exploit the rich opportunities the cars provide.

[Above] Old cars are also
perfect for birds that nest in
open environments. Hermansen discovered this blackbird nest in a rusted motor.

“The birds here have become used
to human visitors”, says Hermansen.
“I was able to get just a metre or so
away from this song thrush nest. Having rejected Saab and VW, Volvo and
Benz, the pair had chosen to raise their
brood inside a rusty Opel Rekord.”

A willow warbler feeds its young,
perched on an old steering wheel.

Wreck-reational
Visit
“One particular squirrel
would cross the yard at
almost the same time
every morning,” says
Hermansen. “It would
jump from car to car,
and I got to know the
sound of its little metallic footsteps so well
that I could tell which
car it was on. One of its
favourite spots to frequent was the ‘mouth’
of this old Simca.
I’m fascinated by how
wildlife slowly occupies
what were once powerful human symbols of
status. Plants and animals pay no attention
to our icons. It is nature
that rules, not wealth.”

“During a winter visit to the cemetery I discovered that the cars
also make excellent storehouses
for mice”, says Hermansen. “This
yellow-necked mouse got used to
my presence as it scampered up
and down inside an old IFA, storing seeds and other edible items”.

Dereliction Addiction
In winter, birds frequently
search in and around the
cars for food, as both insects
and seeds are plentiful.

In the back seat of this luxury Opel
Rekord, a colony of ants has established an anthill, well protected
from rain and insulated from cold
winter temperatures. They can be
seen coming and going from the
back window in large numbers.

“Snow makes it more difficult for birds to locate food”, says Hermansen. “It is vital that
small birds like this blue tit find enough food
to survive the cold winter nights.This bird was
foraging in a sheltered hollow in between
snow-covered SAAB cars. Then it flew past my
camera in search of other snow-free spots”.

Rust in Peace
“Some years ago, 200 cars were removed from Båstnäs,
as new owners took over part of the land, and there were many
protests”, says Hermansen. “Nature conservationists in the local municipality want to remove the cars, while the culture conservations want to make it a cultural monument. I hope that the
nature conservationists will see that nature is doing a good job in
taking over the place and that they should join the culture conservationists and make it a combined nature and culture reserve”.

Natural Salvage
“For me Båstnäs is a monument to the
power of nature”, says Hermansen. “You
see the same thing with sunken ships
that create artificial reefs on the bottom of the ocean, teeming with fish and
other marine life. Nature can overwhelm
manmade machines and emerge the ultimate winner. It’s her own form of salvage.”

Flower Power
Tendrils of meadow vetchling and
brambles grow across a gutted dashboard. With the windscreen still inact,
the plants are afforded a warm, sheltered environment in which to grow.

“The interaction between man and
nature is one of my favourite topics
to shoot”, says Hermansen. “With
my photographs I hope to awaken
people’s curiosity, especially children, and help them to see more
than just the theoretical value of
nature. We are becoming more
and more remote from the natural
world, but our wellbeing depends
on it. Nature is something that has
to be experienced and cherished”.
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